Venus

My capacity to attract people and things that I love an value:

-

Venus represents the core essence of the feminine nature,
and the need to interact and join with others.

Venus is a social planet,
with pleasant effects to bring about happy social occasions.
Parties and entertaining are best with ‘direct’ Venus transits.
Love affairs, friendships, financial matters and good times within existing relations
are more enjoyable at this time.
Although ‘personal’ Saturn and Neptune transits to Venus can complicate things.
Venus Brings In:
• Food: Nuts or fruit with seeds grown on plants, sugar and
sweet confections.

• Appreciation: applause, bliss, celebration, fun, joy.
• Attraction: love, desirability, sexuality, affection,
romance, partnerships (marriage or business),
relationships, cohesion, cooperation, friendships, marriage, procreation, social affairs, teamwork.

• Harmony: Music, balance, equality, symmetry, melody,
rhythm, grace, peace.
• Life: fertility, birth, blossoms, bees, agriculture,
flowers/plants/trees.

• Beauty: artistry, aesthetics, charm, good taste,
refinement, elegance. Fragrances.

• People: women, mothers, wife, daughters, guests,
society, actors, actresses, adolescents, agents, amateurs,
apprentices, architects, artists, angels, bankers, brides,
bridegrooms, brokers, butlers, children, clowns, comedians, composers, customers, diplomats, educated classes,
elite peoples, friends, maids, negotiators.

• Careers In: Agriculture, Architecture, Art, Art Dealers,
Stores, Museums, Bakery, Banking, Botany, Carpeting,
Catering, Clothing, Confectioners, Cosmetics, Dance, Decor,
Embroidery, Engraving, Fashion, Finance, Florests, Furniture, Gardening, Hairdressers, Hospitality, Hotels, Jewelry,
Music, Painting Photography, Restaurants, Seamstress,
Secretaries, or Theatre.

• Possessions: (valuable and movable) purchases, acquisitions, attachments, apparel/clothing, furs, furniture, gold,
silver, gemstones, indulgence, gifts,

• Entertainment: weddings, amusements, games, ballets,
ballrooms, banquets, bedrooms, cabarets, casinos, circuses, concerts, cultural centers, gardens, leisure, parties,
theatre, vacations.

• Resources: wealth, money, coins, financial gains, alimony, annuities, donations, loans, refunds, shares of stock,
adornments, jewelry, gemstones, perfumes.
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Venus

-

Venus will be in Pisces and Aries from Jan 3 - June 5 (5 mos)
Venus orbits the Sun in 224 days • A typical transit through each sign is 1 mo.

“I Harmonize”
Venus brings in benevolence:
Our outer desire for love, affection, pleasure, comfort and beauty.
Our drive for stability, predictability, and security of material assets.
Also artistry, harmony, peace and music.
Venus In Pisces Jan 3 - Feb 3 / April 4-28
Joint commitment to a Dream or Ideal:

Venus In Aries Feb 4 - April 3 / April 29 - June 5
‘I’ am independent and ‘self’-aware:

- While transiting through Pisces, the energy of Venus is ‘exalted’ and she will have a
much more compassionate, sensitive and
spiritual focus.
- Infinite love and beauty, intuition, idealism
and charity will be in the air.
- A nice energy for love and to be treated
like a king/queen.
- Artistic, musical, psychic, and mystical
travel experiences.
- Pisces embodies the energy of ‘endings’.
- Seeking feeling, sentiment and emotional
bonding in interactions with others.

- While in Aries, the energy of Venus has a
hard time expressing its true ‘loving’
nature for, the energy of Aries is assertive,
competitive, impetuous and self-oriented.
- Energy at this time may be focused on
confident independence, innovation,
increased sexual drive and personal desires.
- People will be more bold, quick-tempered,
direct, decisive, and determined at this time.
- Aries embodies the energy of pioneering
‘new beginnings’.
- Seeking excitement and adventure, passion
and romance in interactions with others.
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Venus Retrograde
Theme for This Year

“I Harmonize - Inside”
A time for inner love and affection instead
of focusing on giving attention to the outer world.
Venus Retrograde In Aries
March 4 - April 3
‘I’ am independent and ‘self’-aware:

Venus Retrograde In Pisces
April 4-15
Joint commitment to a Dream or Ideal:

- Being in Aries, the energy of Venus has a
hard time expressing its true ‘loving’ nature for the energy on a good day, so when
it is in retrograde. People may be:
- Even more sensitive and possibly aggressive.
- Cranky and self-centered for they may feel
‘unbalanced’ and over-whelmed.
- Looking for equal energy and resources
put into joint partnerships and commitments.
- Seeking excitement and adventure independently. Reassessing passion and romance
in interactions internally.

- When retrograde moves into Pisces, the
energy of Venus will soften and be more
compassionate – to others, but primarily
to self!
- A time to heal the wounds of your heart
and forgive both yourself and the other.
To let go of:
- past lovers and relationships
- past hurts and blockages
- old nagging feelings, messages and
memories from the past
- To heal yourself inside and open yourself
to a deeper love -- self-love.
- Seeking feeling, sentiment and emotional
bonding in interactions internally.
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Aries a

Taurus b April 19 - May 19, 2017

March 20, - April 18, 2017

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Duty and Responsibility Calls Upon You Through Sacrifice.
Empowerment through challenge with spirituality, truth or experts.

Authority and Responsibility Call Upon You within a Group.
Empowerment through a challenge with shared resources.

12

Resolution: Requires a test of religion and a step to maturity.

--------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
A perception of growing possibilities. Emergence of the need
for a ‘spiritual commitment to a dream or ideal with others.

11

Resolution: Requires standing alone, upholding your beliefs.

--------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
A Time to Reach Out and Go Get What You Want. Opportunity
to commit to a dream and work toward it’s realization with a team.

• Can be a time of selfless devotion or love (care taking another or working for charity w/o gratification from others)
• Unresolved psychological problems in relationships come to the surface

Inner Dialogue: You may be ‘reserved’ and want to ‘reappraise’ a
relationship pulling on you, or your service.

Rx

• Awareness of self-denial in individual love relationships or group work
• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer – or you may choose to
stay, serving with a true spirit of selfless devotion.

• Fixed relations with group activities, friends and/or social causes.
United humanitarian ideas. Business or organizational meetings.
• Very friendly, loving, affectionate, and willing to compromise and help.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: Reevaluation of what you are getting out of your
relationships. May be challenged by others unconventional beliefs.
• Psychological adjustments of forgiveness, grieving or changing routine.
• May choose to let go of past relationships and obligations to others –
or you may choose to stay, heal the conflicts with those you cherish.

Resolution: Elevation. Application. Reorganization. Clearance.

Resolution: Yielding to what is to be. Emotional Integration.
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• Grace in handling tensions may work to your advantage. Spiritual
rewards and satisfaction in knowing that you have done all that you
could to help a loved one or situation. Greater love.

• All love relationships at this time and the collective public possess a
friendly quality. Self-love, peace and integration will win them over.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)

Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
Impact leading to new beginnings, pioneering a new environment, body and physical appearance in desire to relate with
spouse, partners or committed relationships.

---------------------------------------------------------------

12

Emergence of pioneering and eager unconscious desires,
vision and dreams for the enjoyment for your daily activities,
work routine, health and small pets.
Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.
• A great desire to relate to others, and may be willing to compromise
to avoid conflict with others. Social agreeableness. Peacemaker.
• A good time to have fun with friends and attract others to you and act
on your creativity and self expression

Rx

Inner Dialogue: Are your finances, resources, skills and
committed relationships in alignment with YOUR personal values
and desires?

• Can be a time of selfless devotion or love (care taking another or working for charity w/o gratification from others)
• Unresolved psychological problems in relationships come to the surface

Rx

Inner Dialogue: Are your personal actions and instincts and
work routine, employees, health and pets in alignment with
YOUR personal values and desires?

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------
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Gemini c May 20 - June 20, 2017

Cancer d June 21 - July 21, 2017

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Practicality and responsibility call upon you within your career
or public status. Empowerment through challenge with partners.

Responsibility calls within your education, beliefs or spirituality.
Empowerment through health challenges or daily obligations.
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Resolution: Requires an adjustment of beliefs, reality and risk taking.

--------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
Empowerment through challenge or crisis. Creating a ‘global’
influence or ideal professionally, and working toward it’s realization.
• You may be primarily interested in working harmoniously with others
in your career with a tendency to ‘martyr yourself’ to keep the peace.
• Career moving forward cautiously. An older ‘guide’, Internet promotion,
public relations or artwork as part of your job may come into your life.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: May be frustrated with low energy and traditional
adversity from spouse or foreign partners regarding limited expansion.

9

11

An opportunity to pioneer new affiliations, friends, social
causes in desire to relate with children, creative projects,
romance or leisure or entertainment.

• Awareness of self-denial in transcending boundaries and limited vision.
• May choose ‘not to martyr’ your expansion any longer – or may choose
controlled balance, serving with a true spirit of selfless demonstration.

Resolution: Blending. Absorption. Communication. Self-focused.
• Adjusting to different ways of thinking, spiritual empathy, grace and distant travel may create good family impressions and harmony in the home.
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--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)

Empowerment through a challenge or crisis leads to
pioneering and eager attraction to your career and reputation
in desire for establishing foundations in relationships with
home, family or ‘the past’.
Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and confident independence and personal desires.

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.
• Fixed relations with group activities, friends and/or social causes.
United humanitarian ideas. Business or organizational meetings.
• Very friendly, loving, affectionate, and willing to compromise and help.

Rx

Mastery. Expansion and Growth are taking you onward and
upward for a ‘spiritual commitment to a dream or ideal with others.

Rx

Resolution: A test of spirituality. A stepping stone to maturity.

Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)

Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)

Inner Dialogue: You may want to ‘reappraise’ your relationship
with health experts or older authorities pulling on your service.

• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer – or may choose healing
to elevated love, serving the public with a true spirit of selfless support.

---------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------

• Flexibility and abundance. You may have a consciousness-expanding
experience that will broaden you and bring about personal growth.
• A fine time for a vacation. You may relate easily with ‘foreigners’ or experts.

• Reevaluating what you are getting out of your relationships. Awareness
of self-denial in love relationships or professional work.

• Piety in handling tensions may work to your advantage. Satisfaction in
knowing that you have worked to heal and integrate your thoughts and
appreciate a healthy career and public status. Respect of loved ones.

Resolution: Adjustments within spirituality, home and foundation.

• You may be primarily interested in working harmoniously with others
in your career with a tendency to ‘martyr yourself’ to keep the peace.
• Career moving forward cautiously. An older ‘guide’, Internet promotion,
public relations or artwork as part of your job may come into your life.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: Are the vision and dreams, networking and
self-expression within these groups in alignment with YOUR
personal values and desires?

Inner Dialogue: Are your friends, affiliations, and families
hopes & wishes in alignment with YOUR personal values and
desires?

---------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------6

8

Leo e July 22 - August 21, 2017

Virgo f August 22 - September 21, 2017

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Responsibility calls on self-control in intimacy or shared resources.
Empowerment through balanced communications with loved ones.

Duty and responsibility to unite diplomatic relations in both business and marriage. Challenges within your home and foundation.

Resolution: Change of beliefs, loyalty and compassion = maturity.

--------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
A dilemma that requires an adjustment in order to resolve.
Sorting out priorities within a joint ‘commitment’ to a dream

7

• A good time to seek a loan or financial support. You may attract money
to you through your spouse, business partner, a bank or an inheritance.
• Greater intensity in love and sexual relationships. Fixed emotions and
sharing secrets will help you learn much about how YOU relate.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: You may be ‘reserved’ and want to ‘reappraise’ a
romantic relationship pulling on you, or your self mastery.
• Self transformation and inward change. Psychoanalysis and self help.

Rx

• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer behind the scenes –
or you may choose rebirth, s serving with disciplined optimism.
• Satisfaction in knowing that you have done all that you could to help a
loved one or situation. Greater love by healing and letting go. Beliefs of
siblings and abundance of commerce in business to support you.

9

Reflex actions and encountering oppositions. Working toward
fulfillment of the need for a ‘commitment to an ideal’ with others.
• Initiating honor, equality and harmony in face-to-face relationships.
• You may attract a ‘new love’ or be able to express your affections clearly.
• You can intuitively understand the needs of your partner. A great time to
be the peacemaker in your relationships.
• A good time to settle lawsuits out of court.

Inner Dialogue: You may be ‘reserved’ and want to ‘reappraise’
base or loved ones exaggerated expenses vs shared partnership.

Resolution: Reflex action. Repolarization. Realization. Awareness.

Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)

8

• Flexibility and abundance. You may have a consciousness-expanding
experience that will broaden you and bring about personal growth.
• A fine time for a vacation. You may relate easily with ‘foreigners’ or experts.

• Greater love by healing and letting go. Be more compassionate to yourself. Heal the wounds of your heart and forgive both yourself and the
other. Let go old hurts and blockages and nagging feelings of the past.

--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
Sorting out priorities and making adjustments to pioneer and
attract advice to resolve issues with other’s money, debt,
death, surgery, or sexuality in awareness of relationship with
your personal assets or resources.
Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: Are your career, reputation and communication
in alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

---------------------------------------------------------------

Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)

• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer in the relationship – or
you may choose transcendence, to live up to your ideals in family.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires..

---------------------------------------------------------------

• Social overindulgence. Lack of routine discipline, discrimination and
may have an unwillingness to work to an agreement with partner.

Resolution: Being ready to establish new order. Rearrangement.

Mastery. Expansion. Growth flourishes pioneering and eager
attraction to expansion of your awareness, to foreign lands,
education, law, religion, politics, etc. in desire for communication with the environment.

Resolution: Adjustments in personal assets, surrender = maturity.

Rx
7

• A good time to seek a loan or financial support. You may attract money
to you through your spouse, business partner. a bank or an inheritance.
• Greater intensity in love and sexual relationships. Fixed emotions and
sharing secrets will help you learn much about how YOU relate.

Inner Dialogue: Are your beliefs and attachments with others in
alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

6
Rx

7

Libra g September 22 - October 22, 2017

Scorpio h October 23 - November 20, 2017

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Duty and Responsibility Calls Upon You Through Communication.
Empowerment through health challenges and daily work obligations.

Duty and Responsibility Call Upon You Through Personal Resources
and Values. Empowerment through creative challenges and love.

Resolution: Get advice. Make Adjustments and sort out priorities.

------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
Making difficult adjustments in your routine will create space
for an emotional or spiritual commitment to a dream with others.

5

------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
Flourishing in your creative self expression will open your
heart for an emotional or spiritual commitment to a dream with others.

• A good time to discuss unclear ‘agreements’ in your relationships and
for each party to accept the real duties and obligation of the relationship

• A good time for fun, entertainment, love affairs and children although
may have ‘low self-discipline’. You will get along smoothly.

• May be a good time for financial gains from employer.

• A good time to start creative activities and BE yourself.

Inner Dialogue: You may be ‘reserved’ and want to ‘reappraise’
the security of your foundation in relation to your service.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: You may be ‘reserved’ and want to ‘reappraise’ the
unconscious escape from the limitations of your personal assets.

• Able to see both sides: Loyalty in service to others but are you being
loyal to the growing demands of labor on yourself?
• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer out of compassion to serve
– to limit expectations on yourself and get more help from others.

• Are you afraid to talk about the reality of finances with your loved ones?
Desire and fun purchases may be self-sabotaging your visions/dreams.
• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer out of fear of loss of love –
to limit spending and talk. Empowerment comes from sharing truth.

Resolution: Establish a New Order. Revision. Rearrangement.

Resolution: Blending. Absorption. Communication.

• Getting advice or tutoring to help with releasing duties that no longer
serve YOU. Keep what you need and let go of unconscious ‘savior’
mentality that may be jeopardizing your own health. Greater love for
self.

• Demonstrating personal values and self-focused limitation reveals truth.
Keep what you need and let go of unconscious ‘fear of loss’ of loved
ones. Heal wounds of abandonment and allow self love to flourish.

--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
Reflex actions. Encountering opposition. Working towards
fulfillment by pioneering and eagerly attracting committed
relationships/partnerships in desire for union with SELF.

6

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.

Rx

Resolution: Mastery. Expansion. Growth. Onward and Upward.

• Initiating honor, equality and harmony in face-to-face relationships.
• You may attract a ‘new love’ or be able to express your affections clearly.
• You can intuitively understand the needs of your partner. A great time to
be the peacemaker in your relationships.
• A good time to settle lawsuits out of court.

--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
Sorting out priorities and making adjustments to pioneer and
attract advice to resolve illness, obligations, duties (or pets)
in awareness for love relationships in seclusion or hospital.
Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.
• A good time to discuss unclear ‘agreements’ in your relationships and
for each party to accept the real duties and obligation of the relationship

Rx

• May be a good time for financial gains from employer.

Inner Dialogue: Are your committed relationships and sacrifice
in alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

---------------------------------------------------------------

Inner Dialogue: Are your sexuality, shared resources, appearance and personal actions in alignment with YOUR personal
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4

Sagitarius i November 21 - December 20, 2017

Capricorn j December 21 - January 18, 2018

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Duty and Responsibility Call Upon You Through Your Vitality.
Empowerment through challenge with family, home or foundation.

Authority and responsibility call upon you to address completion and “letting go”. Empowerment through communication.

Resolution: Self limitation from expending personal assets; adjustments with friends and affiliations.

Resolution: To relate with empathy and support, the adjustments required of your career goals to your loved ones.

--------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
Challenged to bond with your family, parents or redecorate your
home for a ‘joint commitment to an ideal’ with self and others.

3

• Can be a time of peace, entertaining guests and having relations with
your parents. To experience the closeness and warmth of family living.
• You are in tune with your inner feelings and may beautify your surroundings.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: You may ‘reappraise’ your own happiness and
inner value for you want a ‘home’ and ‘family’ around.
• Awareness of self-denial of inner feelings, Compromising self-loneliness
with over-activity with friendships and work.

Rx

Resolution: Test of spirituality. A stepping stone to maturity.

5

Mastery. Expansion. Growth flourishes pioneering and eager
attraction to children, creative projects, romance, leisure, or
entertainment in desire for relationships in groups.

A Time to Reach Out and Get What You Want. Opportunity to commit
to a dream and work toward it’s realization through communication.
• Flexible relations with immediate surroundings, friends, neighbors are
pleasing. You may discover the ‘love’ you have all around you. A good
time to let them know how much you love them.
• Introduce art or artistic activities into your environment. Appreciate the
beauty of short trips and environment all around.

Inner Dialogue: Reevaluation of what you may be cut off from or
sacrificing by taking on the ‘elevated’ career growth opportunities.

Resolution: Elevation. Application. Reorganization. Clearance.

• Grace in healing wounds of your heart and of the past. To forgive both
yourself and your family or parents. Let go of nagging memories and
open your self to deeper self love inside. Establish a network with them.

Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)

Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)

• May choose to write letters or journal your appreciation for people.
• May choose to let go of familiar surroundings – but promise to support
them still from a ‘removed’ distance. Self sacrifice with compassion.

• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer – to choose to heal the
relationship with your family, and your inner self.

---------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------

• Peaceful integration of self through loving communication to loved ones
will give you fulfillment and a clear decision and direction toward your
desired goals.

4

--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
Empowerment through a challenge or crisis leads to pioneering and eager attraction to home family, real estate or ‘the
past’ in desire for relationships in career or reputation.

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and confident independence and personal desires.

• A good time for fun, entertainment, love affairs and children although
may have ‘low self-discipline’. You will get along smoothly.

• Can be a time of peace, entertaining guests and having relations with
your parents. To experience the closeness and warmth of family living.
• You are in tune with your inner feelings and may beautify your surroundings.

Rx

• A good time to start creative activities and BE yourself.

Inner Dialogue: Are your health, obligations, daily routine and
affiliations in alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

Rx
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Inner Dialogue: Are your loved ones values, risk taking and
career goals in alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

2

Aquarius k January 19 - February 17, 2017

Pisces l February 18 - March19, 2017

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Jan 26-Feb 3 / April 3-28 (Saturn square Venus)

Responsibility calls upon you through friendships and affiliations.
Empowerment through challenge with money, values and self-worth.

Authority and Responsibility Call Upon You within your Career.
Empowerment through a challenge with YOU and your body.

Resolution: Although demanding on home life, training/teaching will
help support personal finances.

--------------------------------------------------------------Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
A perception of growing possibilities. Emergence of the need
for a ‘spiritual commitment to a dream or ideal with others.
• Can be a time when financial opportunities show up. You may also tend
to be more ‘extravagant’ with your resources at this time.
• A good time to negotiate financial contracts and to ‘borrow money’.
• Investments in art and beauty could be advantageous and well received.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: You may be ‘reserved’ and want to ‘reappraise’
friends, colleagues or groups pulling on your resources/ skills.

1
Rx

Resolution: Yielding to what is to be. Emotional Integration.

3

--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
An opportunity to pioneer communication of all forms, for
siblings/community/short travel, in love for ‘others’ expansion
of awareness.

Rx

Inner Dialogue: Are the ‘expansion of awareness’ + ‘establishing of foundations’ in communication in alignment with YOUR
personal values and desires?

Jan 30-Feb 3 / April 3-14 / April 15-28 (Venus in Pisces)
To begin to find love and harmony within yourself will bring
unity and ability to ‘commitment to a dream or ideal with others”.
• A great desire to relate to others, and may be willing to compromise
to avoid conflict with others. Social agreeableness. Peacemaker.
• A good time to have fun with friends and attract others to you and act
on your creativity and self expression

Inner Dialogue: Are your committed partnerships + career/public standing in alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

Resolution: A doorway to be entered, leading to something yet
to be born. Impact leading to new beginnings.

2

• Adjustments in personal vitality and appreciation. Personal transcendence in interaction with others and communication of your values.

--------------------------------------------------------------Feb 4-March 3 / March 4- April 2 / April 29 - May 19th (in Aries)
Emergence of pioneering and eager spending of your assets,
money, values, resources and skills in love for others.
Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.

Impact leading to the beginning of self-awareness and
confident independence and personal desires.
• Flexible relations with immediate surroundings, friends, neighbors are
pleasing. You may discover the ‘love’ you have all around you. A good
time to let them know how much you love them.
• Introduce art or artistic activities into your environment. Appreciate the
beauty of short trips and environment all around.

---------------------------------------------------------------

• Your life goals, body, appearance, vitality, and immediate environment.
• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer in ‘compromising your
desires for those of others– to communicate a desire for balance and
‘shared’ resources within relationships.

• Awareness of self-denial in buying comforts for your home and beauty.
• May choose ‘not to martyr’ yourself any longer in ‘conserving your inner
talents and skills – to create and ignite a family and/or expand education.
• Grace in handling blockages. Spiritual rewards and satisfaction in
knowing that the manifestation of your goals is being supported, but
adjustments of resources will be required. Greater love in the home.

Resolution: Impact of personal adjustments required, related with
unity, optimism and growth potential.

Rx

• Can be a time when financial opportunities show up. You may also tend
to be more ‘extravagant’ with your resources at this time.
• A good time to negotiate financial contracts and to ‘borrow money’.
• Investments in art and beauty could be advantageous and well received.

Inner Dialogue: Are your shared resources, sexuality + communication in alignment with YOUR personal values and desires?

--------------------------------------------------------------10

Venus Cycle Complete
-

May 19th, 2017

After the retrograde cycle has completed it’s cycle
you can look to be more at peace, more integrated,
and have more to offer yourself, as well as a partner in the area
of life she is transiting.
Now with a clear decision and direction
toward your desired goals.
When integrated and fully realized inside, you may now have
the capacity to appreciate and create something spiritually higher You can experience love, joint adventures, balanced resources, good healthy careers together - which will be more powerful than alone.

11

Venus
Activation of Ambition...Rebellion to Break Free
Leadership Goals, plus Releasing and Unifying you Dreams.

May 19th:

Venus (13° Aries) oppose Jupiter (13° Libra) in t-square

Excessive Indulgence, great joy/satisfaction ‘in relationship with another’.
• Over Relaxing, Spending Money, Eating, or Drinking. Very Enjoyable Celebration.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aries a
With yourself in partnership with spouse/business partner/opponent
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Taurus b
With people removed from you/hospital/ashram, etc. in service/health.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gemini c
With your friends/coworkers/groups in leisure/entertainment/gambling.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cancer d
With your boss/parents/society in remembering the founders/past.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Leo e 		
With your teachers/politicians/religion in commemoration or traveling.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Virgo f

With your counselor/sexual relations/insurance agent in shared ‘inheritance’.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Libra g
With your spouse, business partner, or opponent in expansion of self.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Scorpio h
With your coworkers/pets/health buddies in seclusion/meditation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sagitarius i With your loved ones/children in group friendship/entertainment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Capricorn j With your family/parents/land in public recognition/celebrations.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aquarius k With your siblings/neighbors/community in expansion of awareness.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pisces l
With your banker/art or furniture dealer in increased shared assets.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Venus

Activation of Change...Rebellion to Break Free
Leadership Goals, plus Releasing and Unifying you Dreams.

May 26th:

Venus (19° Aries) square Pluto (19° Capricorn) in t-square

Intense emotional experiences within relationship, and your capacity
to transform and renew yourself (death/rebirth).
• Stability in the relationship is NOT available at this time. Changes in the relationship may force you to accommodate or a breakdown may occur.
• Trying to take control could destroy goodwill. Examine what needs to be changed.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aries a
With yourself in relationship with career/public recognition/father/govt.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Taurus b
With loss/sacrifice in relationship with unfamiliar surroundings/expansion.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gemini c
With your friends/groups in relationship with other’s money/death/surgery.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cancer d
With your boss/society in relationship with business partnerships/spouse.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Leo e 		
With your teaching/spirituality in relationship with health, work, obligations.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Virgo f
With your sexuality/other’s resources in relationship with children/romance.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Libra g
With your spouse or business partner in relationship with home/family limits.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Scorpio h
With your obligations/health in relationship with communication/siblings.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sagitarius i With your loved ones/children in relationship with your personal values.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Capricorn j With your family/parents in relationship with your vitality and self authority.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aquarius k With your siblings/neighbors/community in relationship with sacrifice.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pisces l
With your personal resources in relationship with group accountability.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13

Venus

Activation of Freedom...Rebellion to Break Free
Leadership Goals, plus Releasing and Unifying you Dreams.

June 3rd:

Venus (26° Aries) conjunct Uranus (26° Aries) in t-square

Unexpected events may lead to new experiences through love or creativity.
• You could bring in a radically new relationship/partnership, friend, or investment.
• A good day to invest money. Could indicate sudden financial gains or unexpected
losses within your life, vitality, body or immediate environment.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aries a
Sudden new acquisition by personally expressing what YOU desire.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Taurus b
Sudden revelations. New beginnings as a result of past/unconscious acts.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gemini c
Sudden revolution of new hopes or friends. Different lifestyles are possible.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cancer d
Sudden radical change of your professional life. Challenge to identity/status.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Leo e 		
Sudden ability for expansion of awareness of the world. Open to new beliefs.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Virgo f
Sudden adjustment (up or down) in your partners income or an inheritance.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Libra g
Sudden awareness for a need to make changes in your committed relationships.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Scorpio h
Sudden adjustment in attitude. Desire for freedom on the job or for your health.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sagitarius i Sudden ability for new experiences and self expression through love or children.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Capricorn j Sudden value change of your basic approach toward life. Challenge to family.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Aquarius k Sudden opportunity for new thought/communication in everyday encounters.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pisces l
Sudden value change of finances/resources/possessions. Growth.
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